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Background
Watcher Surveillance Solutions (WSS) is
owned by private shareholders and was
established in 2019 by founders with vast
experience in Tele
communications and
Information Technology.
The company was born from recognising that
accelerated advances in technology and Artificial Intelligence (AI) enable vast improvements
in CCTV surveillance systems.
The company’s original business case was
focused on structuring the surveillance technology platform, and supporting systems, in
a manner that enables scale for the security
industry. Traditionally, advanced surveillance
systems have high initial capital costs to commission, are complex to operate and expensive
to maintain. By enabling scale, WSS provides a
turn-key surveillance service that is affordable
and thus accessible to a greater portion of the
market.
However, it soon became evident that there
are many other areas where intelligent surveillance can add value and the company started
developing services applicable to marketing research (consumer analytics) and commercial
operations.
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Mission
WSS provides accurate and reliable surveillance and intelligence
solutions through seamless integration of state-of-the-art infrastructure,
artificial intelligence software, and monitoring operations.

WATCHER
SURVEILLANCE SOLUTIONS

Vision
Become South Africa’s most trusted surveillance partner. We
believe that a superior surveillance solution should be affordable
and available.
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Services
WSS provides a total surveillance solution as a service
which entails the supply and installation of cameras and
infrastructure, off-site monitoring of footage by intelligent
systems, AI generated alerts in real time, immediate response
by specialist surveillance officers, and advanced post
analysis and reporting. Such solutions are used for security
surveillance as well as site intelligence for operational and
marketing research purposes. WSS customers would include
any entity that wishes to make a site or area safer or know
more about the activities within a site or area.
For security, the WSS system allows for immediate reaction
on identified threats and will generate monthly management
reports on incidents, suspicious events and system availability.
There are many incredible elements to the WSS solution, but
it is the sum of the parts that truly unlocks the value. At WSS
we think of it as the Watcher Ecosystem.
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WSS Elements
Equipment and Infrastructure
WSS does the design of the surveillance system to be installed
on site, procure all infrastructure and equipment, and project
manages from the installation to completion.

WSS Wide Area Network
All footage from each camera is streamed to the WSS server
farm where it is stored and analysed by powerful AI systems.

Watcher Surveillance Operating Centre
(SOC)
The Watcher Surveillance Operation Centre operates on a
24/7/365 basis and is built on the foundation of Quality and
Service Assurance. Through off-site surveillance and the use of
Artificial Intelligence the possibility of human error, bribery and
coerced activity is virtually eliminated. Real-time camera feeds
are continuously monitored by intelligent systems in order to
identify potential threats. Surveillance operators respond to a
list of alerts identified by the intelligent system and does not
themselves attempt to monitor hundreds of video feeds. This
innovation is called black screen surveillance and is an integral
part of the surveillance solution.
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WSS Technology Stack
The WSS technology stack has been carefully appraised to include best-of-breed solutions that integrate seamlessly to create
a holistic platform that enables effective surveillance. There are
several components, that together, provide a reliable and scalable platform.

Video Management System
A global leader in IP Video Management Solutions is the foundation
of our technology stack and provides the management platform
for our service offering.

Behaviour Analysis and Deep Learning
§

A video analysis system that uses algorithms to learn ‘normal behaviour’ patterns of day-to-day activities captured on
a CCTV feed.

§

When an activity does not fit the ‘normal behaviour’ pattern, the
system triggers a series of alarms for immediate attention by
the Surveillance Officer on duty.

Licence Plate Recognition (LPR)
LPR-Cameras read vehicle licence plates and the data is run
against a system that is integrated with SAPS and eNaTIS. Alerts
are raised when the Vehicle of Interest is listed as stolen.

Post-event Synopsis
An industry-leading video analytics tool is used that allows for
rapid video review and search, real-time alerting as well as quantitative and actionable video insights.
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Directors
Gustav Smith

Nic Venter

Johan van der Lith

§

Serial entrepreneur

§

Former executive at CIVH

§

35 years of technical experience

§

Founder of CIVH (Company

§

Former CEO of Dark Fibre Africa

§

Founding member of MDC, Dark

(DFA)

that owns Dark Fibre Africa and

Fibre Africa (DFA) and Metro Fibre
Networx (MFN)

Vumatel)
§

CEO of WSS

Management Team
§

Johan van der Lith (Engineering and
Operations)

§

David Malan (Finance and
Administration)

We thank you for taking the time to read
our Company Profile and look forward to
engaging with you further. Remember if
a camera is not on, working properly and
monitored effectively; then it’s nothing
more than a fancy piece of equipment with
great potential!
Regards,
Johan van der Lith, WSS CEO

